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Special Techniques

Cutting Fabric 

Some of these bags have many pieces. Label 
the pieces as you cut them. Measurements are 
expressed as width by length. Press and starch 
all fabrics flat prior to fine-tuning cuts. When 
measuring and cutting, use a cutting mat with 
lines. Always double-check measurements before 
cutting. But don’t expect perfection. Refine cuts 
after fusing because, sometimes, fabric stretches 
during this process.

Pressing Fabric
Press often. Press and starch all the pieces before 
sewing because it is usually impossible to press 
folds out of fabric pieces once the bag is finished. 
A fully pressed bag is more professional looking. 
A good press can also remove some pin marks. 
Hint: When pressing a pocket that has been sewn 
on all sides and then turned right side out, lay the 
piece so the seams are centered. Press the seams 
flat with only the tip of the iron. Then, when the 
pocket is folded with the seams on the edge, it 
will more fully extend to a square shape. Pressing 
flat at this point will produce straighter lines. 

Topstitching
When topstitching, leave the needle in the down 
position when turning a corner. After turning the 
corner but before lifting the needle and moving 
forward, check that no pressure is pulling the 
needle out of the centered position.

Avoid backstitching. This is possible when 
the stitching is cosmetic. When attaching two 
separate pieces, however, backstitching might be 
necessary. One trick to avoid backstitching is to 
pull the top thread of the last stitch through to 

the back side by pulling the bobbin thread a little. 
Then tie the top and bobbin threads into a knot. 
Alternately, when topstitching a continuous line 
where you end at the same place you began the 
stitching, simply overlap the topstitching lines by 
four or five stitches. 

For long, straight edges, especially down the 
middle of an open space, put masking tape along 
the topstitching line to provide a guide to keep 
the stitching straight.

Remove pins before sewing over them, as they 
can shift the foot a little, creating a buckle in the 
line or an unevenness in the stitch length.

To avoid tail ends of thread showing on the 
outside of a piece, clip the top thread first. Pull 
the bobbin thread slightly, and it will pull the last 
stich from the front to the back.

Sewing and Clipping Curves
If you have a tendency to sew curves a little “off,” 
draw the seam with a pencil on the wrong side 
first. Sew the seam with a stitch length of about 
1.5 around the curves. The smaller stitch allows 
for a smoother look when the piece is turned 
right-side out.

While making clips into the seam allowance is 
the best way to help ease a  seam when you align 
a curved edge with a straight edge, a curved seam 
that will be turned right-side out is treated differ-
ently. Instead, simply trim that seam allowance 
to 1⁄8" (3mm) without making the tiny clips. This 
makes the finished curve smoother.

Finishing the Lining
One of the final stages of bag construction is 
often closing the lining layer that was left open 

Signature Bags focuses on unique designs and is not meant to teach you how to sew.  
With that said, my intent in including all the tips is to assist my sewers in creating a posi-
tive experience and to make steps easier and quicker, resulting in a more professional-
looking bag. These are not inclusive, basic instructions on each subject, but instead build 
upon a basic knowledge of the subject. Some explain techniques that may be unfamiliar 
to the hobby sewer.
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to facilitate turning everything right-side out. 
The sewer is usually instructed to topstitch the 
opening closed. In these cases, choose between 
topstitching or blindstitching. Topstitching by 
machine is more noticeable on the inside of the 
bag, but it is secure. Blindstitching by hand can 
be almost invisible, but the threads break more 
easily with this stitch. Choose your preference. 

Cutting Bias Binding 
• Fold one corner of fabric to the opposite cor-

ner. (Fig. A)
• Cut strips of fabric to the width indicated in 

the cutting instructions. (Fig. B)
• Piece the strips together at an angle as 

shown. (Fig. C and D) 

Turning Narrow Pieces  
Right-Side Out
Turning a narrow piece right-side out can be 
tedious. Try attaching a safety pin to the end 
of the tube of fabric and thread it through the 
inside, as if you were guiding elastic through 
a casing. If the end is closed, you can position 
a narrow stick, like the flat end of a barbecue 
skewer, at that end and pull the rest of the fabric 
down over the stick.

Working with Peltex
Peltex is used for strong support in these bags. 
Exercise a little caution when sewing with Peltex 
because it can lose its strength and shape when 
bent. Due to the unique quality of this product, 
some instructions have been adapted so the 

Figure A

Figure B

Figure C Figure D
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Peltex is inserted at the end, after the bag has 
already been turned right-side out. Turning any 
of the bags right-side out can stress the support-
ing layers, especially Peltex layers. Take your 
time and be gentle during this process.

Sewing Laminated Cotton and  
Clear Vinyl 
Laminated cotton wipes off easily, but be cau-
tious as it is not waterproof. Liquids left for a 
length of time on the fabric can seep under the 
coating, making it impossible to clean. Clear vinyl 
comes in many thicknesses. All of these products 
sew and respond to heat differently. Experiment 
with several techniques on each product before 
diving in or getting frustrated. 

Pressing: Only press if necessary. Over-pressing 
takes away some of the finish on the laminate. 
While working with clear vinyl, keep it flat. Wrin-
kling or folding clear vinyl may leave marks in the 

material; this is less the case with laminate. Some 
creases can be remedied by heating with an iron 
on a warm setting through a press cloth. Leave 
a freshly pressed laminate or clear vinyl piece 
untouched until it is fully cooled. Test a piece 
first before attempting to press. If left near heat, 
either material could melt.

Fusing: Place the fabric right-side down. Place the 
fusible fleece/woven fusible interfacing with the 
shiny adhesive-side down over the fabric. Cover it 
with a pressing cloth. With your iron at the wool/
steam setting, slowly iron the fabric in place. Use 
a pressing action for fusible fleece and a gliding 
action for woven fusible interfacing, 

If fusing laminate, note that heat will pen-
etrate through the stabilizers more easily than 
the laminate. Continually check the laminate to 
make sure the surface isn’t getting too warm. 
After fusing fusible fleece to the wrong side of 
the laminate, let it cool completely before moving 
the piece. Because you are fusing through some 
thickness, you’ll need steam to ensure solid adhe-
sion. 
Combating the Drag: Laminate and clear vinyl 
have a tendency to create a drag on the sewing 
machine. Each machine works through the drag 
differently. Where there is a little drag, put trans-
parent tape on the presser foot. Leave a small gap 
for the needle to go through. Also, put some tape 
along the bottom plate of the sewing machine 
next to the feed dogs (or the riveted metal parts 
that move the fabric). But don’t cover up the feed 
dogs. 

Another method is to apply a drop of sewing 
machine oil on the presser foot by rubbing a little 
on it with your finger. Of course, the oil shouldn’t 
get on any cotton, but it can be easily wiped off 
laminate or clear vinyl. Always try it on a small 
piece first, and wipe the oil off immediately. A 
third option is to invest in a Teflon presser foot 
or walking foot. 

Aside from making adjustments with the sew-
ing machine, a few other things can be done to 
work through the unusual feel of sewing on vinyl 
products. Where possible, sew seams with the 
cotton layer, if there is a cotton layer, on top of 
the laminate (or clear vinyl) layer. Also, when top-
stitching, use a slightly longer stitch (3 to 3.5).

Pinning: When a pin pierces clear vinyl, it leaves a 
permanent hole. Therefore, pin only in the seam 
allowance where it will be covered, or pin exactly 
where the sewing machine stitches will be. Use 
silk pins to minimize the size of the holes.

Fabric Protection: If applying fabric protection 
on the cotton areas of a bag that has clear vinyl 
as well, like the Clear-as-Day Tote (page 116), spray 
the fabric protection on the cotton pieces before 
constructing the bag. The spray can cloud the 
clear vinyl surfaces.

Figure F


